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COLLECTION of Choices

BENEFITS & FEATURES
n A
 full line of complementary
products certified and
designed to give you peace
of mind
n L ow maintenance of vinyl,
virtually impervious to the
elements allowing you the
freedom to spend your time
with other things besides
costly painting
n E nergy Efficient - can be
ordered with ProSolar Shade
for maximum solar hear gain
protection
n D
 urable - PVC vinyl has been
proven to stand up to the
harshest conditions while
providing excellent insulating
qualities
n E ngineered Strength - fusion
welding and reinforced
profiles create superior
resistance to winds and air
borne debris
n N
 o unsightly metal shutter
systems over every window.
No stacks of plywood in the
yard or garage.
n F usion-welded frame,
extruded vinyl provides
better protection
	
(Frame options available: Box, Box

w/Fin, Box with Fin and J, Masonry
Flange)

ULTIMATE
PROTECTION
From storms and
hurricanes 24/7 by using
impact resistant glass
that will help keep your
home safe from flying
debris.
SOUND CONTROL
Effectively eliminates up
to 50% more noise than
single pane glass. Carries
an STC rating of 36
SECURITY &
SAFETY
The laminated glass,
similar to your
automobile windshield,
provides an effective
deterrent to theft and
reduces the potential
of injury from accidental
glass breakage
SOLAR
PROTECTION
LowE coatings protect
againgst harmful Ultraviolet (UV) radiation
that can fade furniture,
rugs and artwork

GLASS OPTIONS
Standard Glass: Double-strength and laminated
glass package with .090 PVB Interlayer for
remarkable strength (1” IGU)
Glass Options: Tempered Obscure, Turtle Glass/
Greylite, All Energy Star Climate Zone Packages,
ProSolar, and ProSolar Shade

Double-Hung, Horizontal Roller, Casement, Awning, Picture, Geometric, Sliding
Patio Door and Garden Door.

COLORS

White

Tan

Bronze (applied coating)

Interior/Exterior

Interior/Exterior

White Int/Bronze Ext
Tan Int/Bronze Ext

GRID OPTIONS

Flat White
shown

Sculptured
Brass
shown

Colonial

Prairie
Single/Double

Perimeter Single/
Double

Flat and Sculptured Grids are available in 5/8” or 1” width. Available in Flat or
Sculptured White, Tan and Bronze and Sculptured Brass.
IMPACT TESTING performed at a certified AAMA lab site.
To pass these tests, the product must endure conditions that are more
intense than a window or door is likely to ever experience in your home.

OUTSTANDING PROTECTION
Our warranty certifies our commitment to total customer satisfaction. All PREMIUM IMPACT window/patio door vinyl components
are backed by a transferable limited lifetime warranty (residential)
that protects your investment.
Lifetime Vinyl, Hardware, IGU, Screen
20-year Accidental Glass Breakage Coverage
10-year Factory Applied Exterior Coating

